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Stitch: Satan's Fury MC
From New York Times and USA Today Best Selling author L Wilder Stitch

As the club Enforcer, Stitch is the man chosen to protect the club. There are no limits to his brutality, no lines drawn in the sand. The club is his life, and heâ€™ll do whatever it takes to keep his brothers safe. Heâ€™s a man who keeps to himself, guarding the walls that he secured so long ago. Then, one moment, one chance meeting, changes everything.

Wren Life for Wren and her son, Wyatt, isnâ€™t exactly easy. Yet, Wren faces each day with determination and courage. Wyatt is her joy and motivation; for him, she will find a way to make their lives better, even when obstacles are continually thrown in her path. The last thing she needs is another complication, but what is life without complications? Stitch appears when they need him the most, protecting them when no one else can. Wren canâ€™t understand it. She should feel threatened by his bulging muscles and menacing tattoos, but sheâ€™s somehow able to see past the mysterious biker to the man inside. She is drawn to him for reasons she canâ€™t even begin to comprehend. All she knows is that her body craves his touch.

Can Stitch let his guard down and allow these two strangers into his heart? Can Wren see beyond the scars of her past long enough to let him in, or will her fear drive him away?**

This book is intended for readers 18 years or older due to bad language, violence, and explicit sex scenes. Stitch is a standalone romance, but you may also be interested in reading Maverick: Satan’s Fury MC.
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Customer Reviews

Wow where to start. As I said the prologue was a little hard for me to get through just because I knew a girl that had been beaten in a similar way. But it set the book up so we could get a feel for Stitch and what he actually went through. It grips you and pulls you in. Wren is just great. I don’t think there was one thing about her I didn’t like. I love how protective she is with Wyatt....yet she is very leve headed when it comes to dealing with him and his Asbergers. She went through alot with his dad and I felt became a stronger woman from it. When Wyatt took off from his dads....and calling Michael a dad is used loosely....and when Stitch found and couldn’t turn away and leave him there alone and scared.....omg....i had tears. He seemed to know how to be smooth and talk to him and it was just there....the natural easy way Wyatt knew he could trust him. When Wren showed up and spotted them eating together in the restaurant and she didn’t go all crazy and flip her lid....it sealed the deal for me as being one of my most favorite Heroines I’ve ever read. I liked the fact that there was a build up to them getting together....and it felt very sensual and not all hot and heavy just out for the sex. I love how Stitch is a hard core biker and will do anything for his club....yet Leslie showed his sensual side and that he dosent need to rush things for them to happen. And when they happen.....omg....it was hot. The lovemaking was great....it wasn’t the typical get naked and do it you get in MC books. It had emotion and heat. How Wren just blended into the clubhouse was a fresh take on things......all the ladies there are nice and not catty like some clubs wrote about and I enjoyed that. When she met Stitch ’ s sister....

~~~I received an ARC of Stitch: Satan’s Fury MC from L Wilder for an honest review!~~~First of all, L Wilder is the best MC writer around!!! I have read all her Devil’s Chasers MC books and this series just tagged off it. All the books can be read as stand-alones, but to get the full affect and understanding, they should be read in order. Ms Wilder writes so smoothly that it is ease to follow along and it’s like you are right there in the book as things happen. Her MC books have some violence, hot steamy romance, adult language and other mature content. And if you get offended by sexy, rough, strong alpha biker dudes then don’t waste your time. Stitch is about two completely different people placed in each other’s path by fate, both with needs that that can only be taken care of by the other. Griffin "Stitch" is the Enforcer for Satan’s Fury MC, he is hard core focused, rough
around the edges, and tough as nails. He is there to protect his fellow MC brothers with any means possible. He has not had the easiest of lives, so when he was found by Cotton and offered a place in the MC he jumped at the offer, and found a home and family. Because of this hard early life, when he comes across a little boy cowering against the outside of a restaurant his protective mode clicks into place for reasons he doesn’t know. But the notice he takes of this boy is the beginning of his emotional wall undoing, he just doesn’t know it yet. Wren is a divorced mother of Wyatt, who has Asperger’s syndrome, and she is an abuse victim of her ex-husband’s. She fears when she has to let Wyatt go every other Thursday for his supervised visit with his father, she fears that her ex will snap and hurt Wyatt like he did her.
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